
Requirements and Restrictions
This chapter describes the requirements and restrictions of Entire Net-Work Administration. 

Adabas Components

Required Maintenance

TCP/IP Transport Providers Supported

Adabas Components
Entire Net-Work Administration 6.2 requires the Adabas 8 components supplied in Adabas Limited Load
Library (WAL). However, before Entire Net-Work Administration can function correctly, the most recent
fix data set must be concatenated in front of the standard WAL load library. 

Be sure your enterprise is running with the most current fix solution for WAL supported by Entire
Net-Work Administration 6.2, when available for that platform. 

Required Maintenance
All nodes in your network must either be running Entire Net-Work 6.2 SP2 or must have zaps WM621028
(for Entire Net-Work version 6.2 SP1 installations) or WM612033 (for Entire Net-Work version 6.1 SP3
installations) applied. Either 6.2 SP2 must be installed or these zaps must be applied to all nodes that will
connect together, regardless of the operating system or whether Adabas Cluster Services exists on the
node. If a node that does not meet these requirements attempts to connect to a node that does meet the
requirements, message NETT029I will be issued and the connection will fail. If a node that does not meet
these requirements attempts to connect via IUCV to a node that does meet the requirements, one of the
nodes will get message NET0151I and the connection will fail. 

In addition, you should also be sure to apply any corequisite zaps. For Adabas Cluster Services the
following corequisite zaps are required to support the Entire Net-Work WM621028 and WM612033 zaps: 

In Adabas 8.2 SP2 environments, apply zaps AN822075 and AN822121. 

In Adabas 8.1 SP4 environments, apply zaps AN814126, AN814157, and AN814177. 

In Adabas 8.1 SP3 environments, apply zaps AN813290, AN813319, and AN813336. 

TCP/IP Transport Providers Supported
Entire Net-Work 6.3 supports the following levels of TCP/IP transport providers: 
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Platform TCP/IP Protocol Supported 

z/OS IBM TCP/IP for z/OS Version 1.10, 1.11, and 1.12.

z/VSE
IBM and Connectivity Systems TCP/IP z/VSE Version 4.2
and 4.3. 

BS2000/OSD
Sockets Subsystem

Sockets Version 2.0 and above. 
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